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Cats and coloring - a match made in cat heaven!Charming and friendly cats and kittens to color! For
optimal enjoyment and comfort, please use this book in the company of your favorite cat.Â
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This is my second coloring book by Flora Chang. The first one was a variety of modern folk art while
this book is single subject, cats and kittens in the same wonderful folk art style. This is one of my
favorite styles in coloring books. They are fun and easy to color. Some of the designs have a lot of
detail but for the most part, they are more open and don't require any special coloring medium in
order to color them.I've been having a fun coloring these designs. As I like to use markers, I've
already ordered a second book because, unfortunately, my alcohol-based markers always bleed
through on not only this paper but 99% of the adult coloring books that are made. It's a problem with
this book because the designs are printed on both sides of the page and using my markers means I
ruin the design on the backside of the page.This is what I found in coloring and testing coloring
medium in this book:126 pages of hand-drawn Cat and Kitten folk art designsDesigns are printed on
both sides of the pagePaper is medium weight, white, somewhat smooth, and non-perforated.Most
designs do not merge into the binding area; however,Some designs spread across two pages and
merge into the binding areaGlue boundSlightly smaller than average format size with rounded

cornersOpens fairly flat if you crease the spineAlcohol-based markers bleed through the
page.Water-based markers had mixed results. My Tombow's did not leak through when I used the
brush end. My other water-based markers did not bleed through completely but you could definitely
see a shadow of the color on the backside of the page.Gel pens and India ink pens did not leak
through the page.None of my gel pens leaked through and they did not require additional drying
time.Coloring pencils worked well and put down good color, layered and blended fairly well. Hard
lead pencils did not leave dents on the back of the page.

OMG if you are a cat lover, you must get this coloring book. It is so super cute! The artwork is really
fun and playful.Publishers: pleeeeeease give us better quality paper suitable for a larger variety of
mediums. Think artwork here, not just passing time. My printer paper is of better quality than this
paper. This book has illustrations on both sides of the paper and I personally hate that. The paper is
NOT thick enough to accommodate coloring on both sides, even if you only use colored
pencils.Again I will need to transfer the images somehow to a better quality paper before I color
them and because of that I can't give it 5 stars!

The illustrations in this book are fun & funky but be prepared to only color one side of the page. I'm
so incredibly disappointed by the quality of the paper! It's so thin that every waterbased marker I
owned bled onto the back page. I used Tombow, Staedler, Stabilo, and Lyra markers and they all
bled. When I ordered the Cats & Kitten coloring book, I also ordered Chang's first book and
unfortunately the results were the same. I plan to cover the paper with matte gel the next time I color
in hopes that this will prevent any bleeding. But I'll tell you there is no way I'm ordering her next
book. Right now the market is flooded with so many coloring books that contain gorgeous
illustrations and these books are at the same price point of Chang's books yet those other books
(for instance Johanna Basford, Millie Marotta, Zoe de las Cases) print illustrations on quality paper.
Those are the types of books I'll be buying next. Such a shame...

I really love this coloring book; it makes me very happy. My only issue is that the paper is thinner
than my other books, so my markers bleed through to the other side. This is the only book that
happens to, so it's not the markers. I end up photocopying the backside of whichever one I'm going
to color, so I can color the other side at some point too, but that is a bit of a hassle (and waste of
paper :\ ).

Probably my favorite of my Flora Chang books altogether I think. Only wish it was single sided and
perforated. I did the Frida Khalo cat or Furida Khato this week. I went so far as to pull up Khalo's
many self portraits for inspiration.

Super cute and great quality as far as adult coloring books go! :) Got it for my girlfriend for an early
birthday present and can't wait to see what she thinks!

Love this adorable coloring book! Would of gave it 5 stars but pages are printed on both sides :( but
other than that it's a great book !

Fast shipping and item as described. Can not wait to start coloring in my new book.
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